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Privacy Leakage

Controlling the dissemination of private information about ourselves is
difficult in the age of information. Data often contains more sensitive
information about us than anticipated.

Ambient light sensors on your laptop reveals browser history data.

Smart meter data reveals the activities of residents.

Strava data reveals location of US military bases.

Anonymised data can often be de-anonymised given appropriate side
information.

Temperature sensor data reveals occupants locations.

helps reduce eye strain

improves electric grid stability

improves running experience

aids medical research

lowers energy consumption of HVAC systems
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Re-identification of medical records by Latanya Sweeney

The Massachusett’s Group Insurance Commision anonymised their data
and released it to the public.

Voting
registration
data

Governor of Massachusetts,
William Weld, had had the
flu on a certain date and had
been admitted to hospital.

+ +

‖

The Governor of Massachusett’s medical records.
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Okay, but what if I’m just revealing aggregate statistics
about the data?

Suppose you have a dataset D and you want to release some statistic
f (D) about the dataset.

f (D) could be the mean, the model that best represents the data, etc.

What can go wrong?

On January 1st, I ask everyone if they like kale and I promise

Your secret is safe with me. I’m only going to reveal the total number
of people who like kale, not the raw data.

On January 2nd, I release that 2 people in the company like kale.
On January 3rd, Nicole joins the math department.
On January 4th, I release that still only 2 people in the company like
kale.

Nicole doesn’t like kale!
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What’s a conscientious researcher to do?

Differential privacy gives the following guidelines for releasing f (D)
privately:

Sensitive information is information that I could only learn about you
if I had direct access to data about you. For example,

The fact that Nicole probably doesn’t like kale is NOT sensitive
information.
The fact that Nicole definitely responded “I hate kale” IS sensitive
information.

Statistics are safe to release if participants retain plausible deniability
about the status of their sensitive data.
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Differential Privacy

Two databases D and D ′ are neighbours if they differ on the data of a
single individual.

A randomised algorithm A is (ε, δ)-differentially private if for all
neighbouring databases D,D ′ and for all events K

e−εPr(A(D ′) ∈ K )− δ ≤ Pr(A(D) ∈ K ) ≤ eεPr(A(D ′) ∈ K ) + δ.

The smaller ε and δ are, the “more private” the algorithm is.

Interpretation: Any outcome that occurs when the database is D is almost
as likely to occur when the databases is D ′. This means that the outcome
doesn’t help us distinguish between D and D ′.
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Outline of this talk

Can differentially private statistics be useful?

Some differentially private algorithms:

Randomized response: answering binary queries privately.

The Exponential mechanism: private optimization.

Important Properties of Differential Privacy:

Immune to post-processing.

Preserved under adaptive data analysis.

Surprising benefits of Differential Privacy:

Disincentivises lying and increases consumers comfort with data
collection.

Controls false discovery rate in adaptive data analysis.



Can private statistics also be useful?

No if your query is something like “Does Nicole like kale?”.

Yes! For robust queries.

A typical statistical study might proceed as follows:

Take a random sample of the
population.

X ∼ Pn

Compute your statistic on the
random sample.

f (X )

Assume that the statistic holds
for the entire population.

f (P) ≈ f (X )

|f (X ) − f (P)| is
the sample error

If the statistic you compute depends a lot on the specific sample then the
sample error is probably large. Stability to small changes in the data is

already something that is desirable for a lot of data analysis!
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Randomised Response

Sample Error for Count Query

GOAL: We want to estimate the probability, α, that a person in the
general population likes kale.

Sample Error: Suppose n people are sampled and they all tell the truth.
The best estimate I can get to α is the fraction of my sample likes kale, α̂.
I have the guarantee that

|α− α̂| ≤ 1√
n

with probability 1− e−2 ≈ 0.86
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Randomised Response

Randomised Response (ε = ln 3, δ = 0)

Find a secret spot to flip your penny
(you don’t want anyone to see the result of your penny flip)

Flip the penny once

HEADS TAILS

Tell the truth Flip the penny again

HEADSTAILS

Answer NOAnswer YES
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Randomised Response

Randomised Response Error: The probability that a randomly sampled
person answers YES is

1
2α + 1

2
1
2

P(first coin HEADS)

P(YES)

P(first coin TAILS)

P(second coin TAILS)

Thus, the estimate, ˆ̂α, I get from Randomised Response satisfies

| ˆ̂α− α| ≤ 2√
n

with probability 1− e−2

I only need 4 times as many people to get the same error in randomized
response than if I compute on the true data!

I can actually get the error down to |α− ˆ̂α| ≤ 1√
n

+ ln(1/δ)
nε using a

different mechanism called the Gaussian mechansim!
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The Exponential Mechanism

Exponential Mechanism

The exponential mechanism is used when we want to solve an optimisation
problem involving the sensitive date. It is applicable to a broader class of
queries than the Gaussian mechanism.

Suppose we want to solve

arg maxr∈R u(D, r)

for some utility function u : N|Ω| ×R → R.

e.g. model of best fit

Lemma

If A(D) samples and outputs an element r ∈ R with probability
proportional to

e
εu(D,r)

2∆u

where ∆u = maxr∈RmaxD,D′neighbours |u(D, r)− u(D ′, r)|, then A is ε-DP
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The Exponential Mechanism

Privacy: We chose the distributions to looks similar.

Utility: Higher utility elements are exponentially more likely to be chosen.

Lemma: With probability 1− β we have,

u(D,A(D)) ≥ maxr∗∈R u(D, r∗)− 24u
ε ln |R|β

The best possible utility

The sensitivity: how much
does the utility depend on
the specific dataset

The number of options

privacy parameter
Utility of the private
estimate
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Properties of Differential privacy

Differential privacy is immune to Post-processing

Post-processing inequality: Suppose A : NΩ → R is an (ε, δ)-differentially
private algorithm and f : R → R ′ is a randomised function that doesn’t
access the data then the composition f ◦ A : NΩ → R ′ is
(ε, δ)-differentially private.

Consider the case where f is a function that takes the output of the
private mechanism and, informed by an arbitrary amount of side
information and with infinite time, tries to guess the input database. The
post-processing inequality implies that this effort is doomed to fail.

It doesn’t matter what side-information you have, or how clever you are,
there is nothing you can do to break the privacy guarantee!
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Properties of Differential privacy

Differential privacy is preserved under Adaptive
Composition

A1

A1(D)

A2

A2(D)

...

For all ε, δ, δ′ > 0, the t-fold adaptive composition of (ε, δ)-DP algorithms
satisfies (ε′, tδ + δ′)-DP for

ε′ =
√

2t ln(1/δ′)ε+ tε(eε − 1) ∼
√
tε

Privacy degrades at a rate of approximately
√
t, where t is the number of

private analyses that have been performed.



Properties of Differential privacy

Post-processing and adaptive composition mean that we can use small
differentially private algorithms as building blocks for larger differentially

private algorithms!

They also imply some surprising benefits of differential privacy that are
independent of the desire for privacy!
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Properties of Differential privacy

Differential privacy as a truth-telling mechanism

Consider the following two survey questions:

Do you deal cocaine?

What would you pay for this product?

In both cases, the participant is likely to lie which will screw the results of
the survey, or refuse to participate.

Differential privacy

makes people will comfortable enough to participate and

mitigates the incentive to lie.
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Properties of Differential privacy

Case 1: Do you deal cocaine?
The first person is lying because telling the truth may harm them.

Differential privacy gives them plausible deniability, which removes the
negative consequence of telling the truth. So they might as well tell the
truth.

Case 2: What would you pay for this product?
The second person is lying because they deliberately want to skew the
outcome of the analysis (lower the set price of the apple). Differential
privacy ensures that a single person can’t affect the outcome in a
meaningful way. So they might as well tell the truth.

Caveat: They might as well tell the truth, but they also might as well lie.
We can actually combine DP techniques with tools from mechanism design
to design systems where participants are incentivised to tell the truth.
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False discovery rate

Good hypothesis testing

I hypothese that green
jellybeans do not cause
cancer

A random sample is
taken from the
population

There is only a 5%
chance that I would
have seen this partic-
ular sample if green
jellybeans did not cause
cancer

HEADLINE: Evidence
suggests that green
jellybeans cause cancer
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Bad hypothesis testing

Data is collected
about jellybean
consumption

The data analyst peaks at the data
and notices that green jellybean con-
sumption is higher among cancer
patients than the general population

Data analyst hypotheses
that green jellybeans
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Data supports
analysts claim
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Suppose that the distribution of consumption of each colour jellybean is
identical among people with cancer and people without cancer. But there
are a lot of colours. The discrepancy between cancer patients and
non-cancer patients is very likely to happen for some colour.The problem
occurred when the data analyst got to look at the data and cherry-pick
the right hypothesis.
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False Discovery and adaptive data analysis

Unfortunately, using fresh datasets to test every hypothesis is infeasible
(too expensive, too time consuming, the data was collected passively...) so
we need to be able to handle hypothesis testing where the datasets are
reused adaptively.

A count query is a query like What fraction of people have brown hair?
False discovery for count queries occurs when the answer on the dataset
f (D) is very different to the answer on the population Ex∼P [f (x)].
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Differential privacy helps controls false discovery rate

Step 1: Differentially private query answers are stable to small changes in
the data so they don’t overfit the data.

Suppose A is (ε, δ)-differentially private and
with high probability

|A(D)− f (D)| ≤ α.

Then with high probability

|A(D)− Ex∼P [f (x)]| ≤ α + ε

privacy

+

accuracy on database

‖

accuracy on population

Step 2: Differential privacy is closed under adaptive composition.

You can adaptively test hypotheses on the data and provided each test is
performed differentially privately, the generalisability bounds will decay
slowly!
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Summary

Foundational differential privacy techniques:

Randomised response

The Exponential mechanism

The literature on differentially private mechanisms is vast

Important properties of differential privacy:

Immune to post-processing

The adaptive composition of DP algorithms is DP

Disincentives lying

Prevents overfitting

Resources:

The Algorithmic Foundations of Differential Privacy by Cynthia
Dwork and Aaron Roth.

Thank you!
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